


Define the Term!
“Sex Work”!



Stephen!
For me, sex work is work. The issues that affect sex work are the same 

issues that affect most forms of labor. What do you do when you 
retire? How do you protect people in this labor force? When people 



Words That Describe 
“Sex Work”!



FUN



UNSAFE



HONEST



BRUTAL



LIBERATING



CHALLENGING



CREATIVE



FULFILLING



SHAME



GUILT



ANGER



The only words 
repeated were!

IMPORTANT
and!

EMPOWERING 



Myths About Sex Work 
and Sex Workers!



Nikki!
A myth I would like to break is you can get rid of prostitution. 
The reality is, it’s been here since day one and it’ll be here till 

the end of time. Quit trying to outlaw sexuality. Outlaw poverty.!



Need-Based!
Sex Work!



CHOICE



If you are made, because 
of economic factors, did 
you make a “Choice”? !



Deijah!
Sex work is looked down on in 
society. How do they expect 
us to make a living? We are 
being discriminated against 
because we are Trans. Sex 
work is something we can 

always fall in to.!



Starr!
I wish people knew that we do sex work to survive and make it in this 

world. We do sex work because it makes us feel like something. !
People want to judge us, !

but you don’t want to step in our world.!



I Wish…!



Tanesh!

I wish people knew that sex 
workers are human. We are 
people with emotions and a 
life, just like everyone else.!



Teaching Sex Ed!



Alyx!
I would teach consent and safe sex. I would 
unteach how we look at people’s bodies and 

sexuality differences because there’s so much 



What Would You Tell the !
12 Year-Old You !

About Sex and Sexuality?!



Carol!
I would tell the 12 year-old me that her fascination with sex is ok and 
right, because it’s pretty fascinating. I’d give her information because 

information is the building blocks of both desires and boundaries.!



Sex and Sexuality!
in Our Society!



Larissa!
I think American culture would rather watch violence than sex 

because, as a society, we are so backwards and so fucked up.!
Why can I buy a gun, but I can’t buy an orgasm?!



Ham!
Sexuality is a huge part of who we are as people and a huge part 
of how we connect. We need to stop thinking and talking about 



Religion, Shame, and 
Sexuality!



Domina Dia!
Religious views shaping our sex and sexuality are vast and 

pervasive. Religion has had a huge impact on how women are 
meant to be the whore and the virgin. Christianity has 

disempowered women in every possible way.!



Eve!
Shame is a big piece of 

religious dogma. Sex is always 
equated to shame on some 
level. Sexual shame comes 
from society. We are clearly 
governed by a country with 
wealthy religious lobbyists.!



What Does It Take to 
Become a Healthy 

Society?!



Sophia!
Healthy sexuality is being comfortable in your skin. You own your 
body and it’s for you. You can have all the sex you want with all 
the partners you want. None of those things is inherently wrong.!



The Future of Sex!



Scooter!
The future of sex is its own perfection. There’s no way to improve it 
as an ideal. What’s better than sex? Sex is its own wonderful thing 
and when used properly, can be a beautiful and enriching thing.!



In Closing!



Pierre!

Don’t ever be too 
hard on yourself or 

other people. We are 
all trying to find our 

way.!


